An Archive about French Royal Presents 5 ignated under the vague term "manuscripts."
6 Afterward it was understood that, classified by subject, they made a most varied complement to the Ministry's archive of political papers. Following the same principle that organizes the Correspondance politique series and annexed to it, Les Présents du roi is divided into geographic chapters where documents relating to a given country are grouped together.
The Mémoir es et documents also includes a collection that holds a unique place among the other series at the Foreign Affairs Ministry: the fonds France, which includes a large number of documents, certain of which date back to the sixteenth century, or earlier, and which concerns business internal to France and the administration of the provinces, multilateral negotiations, and international conferences. It is here that are found the bulk of the papers of cardinals Richelieu and Mazarin, those of the comte de Saint-Simon, and the memoirs of the marquis de Dangeau, as well as documents concerning royal ceremonies and protocol, the king's presents, and the historical work of the keepers of the archives and certain of the king's historiographers. Of the major interests of the particular volume studied here is its site of preservation, for its classification in a series of thematic archives within the Mémoires et documents, France implies that it was seen as a record of precedents for foreign politics.
The Recueil Dubois
As a reference document, the volume under consideration here appears to be the most complete and best organized record of the Presents du roi. In fact, this manuscript of 244 folios carries at its end an "Alphabetical index of presents that were given by the king to ambassadors and other people," listing the names of places (organized alphabetically by country or municipality), the occasions on which the pre- The volume, composed of chapters, is divided into two parts: first Europe, from Sweden to Turkey, then Asia and other countries designated "de Négres," meaning Africa, the Americas, and other places where nonwhite people lived. The chapters review by country and year by year the presents given by "His Majesty" on all sorts of occasions and have at its core "le dépôt des affaires étrangères" and its students would be "Messieurs du Cabinet." The depository would be a set of documents composed of extracts and copies, classified and put in order to be used, of "all the titles and papers concerning the duties of the Ministry of State for Foreign Affairs," and would preserve the papers of former ministers.
15
As Armand Baschet has written: "Torcy added a capital idea to that of creating a depository of foreign affairs, which was that of a negotiating school, that of a center for study as specially applied to politics as a military school could be to the art of war." 16 The depository, or "cabinet du Louvre," 17 became the place for exercises and practical tasks for the students, the "Messieurs du Cabinet," according to the "Project for study" I beg of you not to forget to indicate whether or not there is a depository where one keeps papers that concern the affairs of the Republic with foreigners, and to give me the details of everything about it, that is to say the order that is followed there, to whom this depository is entrusted, who are the officers who take care of it and everything that could give an exact description.
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In addition to the "Archivio Segreto" (secret cabinet) With historical data gathered into chapters, the volumes of gifts are a compilation of a variety of documents: memoranda, papers, extracts, inventories, and journals, which aspire to resemble an organized sample.
They also express the desire of the era to organize memory, to control a complex and difficult-to-consult collection of accounting documents, on the model of that handled by another institution, the Garde-Meuble.
These "Inventories," "journals," and "Books," all extracts of the papers of These tables seem close to the description that Abbot Joachim Le
Grand made in his answer to Colbert de Torcy about the exercises of the political academy, on the subject of indexes to historical works:
As for the tables of contents, more of several types must be done beyond the kind that appear at the beginning of several volumes [:] it is necessary to make alphabetical tables that include all the subjects such as, for example, "Audience," in order to mark all the audiences that one finds in the dispatches, [and] for example, "Baptisms," in the same manner.
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The result of this diligence is volumes that are easier to consult than a pile of accounting records, even classified and bound, as was the case for the journals or books of the king's precious gems. given, recorded in "registers" or "books," which "are also called registers and public papers." 38 The inscription gives them a numerical order, signifying thereby that they belong to a series of methodical registering, managed by a steward or garde des livres (keeper of the books).
These books, or registers, are broken down into an "Inventaire"
(Inventory), that is, "a description, status and accounting made in writing," 39 of what already belongs to the "fonds restant" (remaining holdings), plus that which was added to it, forming the "Recette"
(Receipt). This receipt in fact constitutes a budget (a term that appears only at the end of the eighteenth century) on which it was possible to balance the "Dépenses" (Expenditures), that is, the "États de paiement"
(Statements of payment), or the statements of orders for payment sent to the gold and silver merchants. At the end of the calculations, a "Result of the Receipt and expenditure" was signed by the king. 40 In the "Livre de rencontre" (account book), inventories of items on hand (in stock, paid for, but not yet presented or used) are added for a "Mémoire," that is, an accounting element that is simply narrative, where there is no sum to dispense. 41 A general "Inventory" of the king's precious gems is established, carried into the "livre de rencontre" and "recorded in detail" in "another account book" and in a "journal" (day book), the "journal" being "a memoir of that which happens each day."
42
In 1684, Louis XIV declared: "I would be pleased if Du Metz continued to take care as he has done up until now of the holdings in precious gems and of their distribution following my orders and that in the future he leaves in the hands of the silversmiths and goldsmiths and jewelers only those [gems] that will be put into use." 43 As has been noted, at the beginning of the 1670s, the stewardship of the precious gems was removed from the Garde-Meuble and transferred to the jeweler-inordinary of the king ("garde des pierreries" or keeper of the precious gems). 44 Was the "garde des pierreries" also the "garde des livres" (keeper of the books), and did he take care of titles, papers, and registers? 45 In 1725, Le Févre, "garde des pierreries des présents du roi" (keeper of the gifts of the king's precious gems), accused the jeweler Laurent Rondé of combining the roles of dealer and recorder of the registries of gifts. The King's magnanimity has been and still is so great through the gifts and presents that he has offered and still offers to all the princes and potentates of all of Europe, [and] not only to them personally. They have also been extended to their ambassadors and envoys, either precious gems, furniture and gold and silver dishes, or ornaments for churches. The king did not stop there; he wished that the officers of his household, [and] those of the army and the marines would also enjoy them. 
